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Dorm situation improves with age
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THEY AXED FOR IT - Gathering winter fuel for the fireplaces of the now co-ed
Kamola Hall were these barebacked woodcutters. The four, left to right, are Dan
Palzer, . Al Robertson, Bill Stanley and Russ Knobel. [Photo by Dan Powell]
.
by Steve Johnson
The Central dormitory set-up has improved and flourished over
the years like a fine red wine, at least in the eyes of the students.
The reasons for ' this mellowing are many.
From its birth until the early sixties the dorms on this· campus
were dominated by House Mothers. These matriarchial mommas
usually ran their dorms with enough authority to make Captain
Bligh grimace. They were supposed to be viewed by the students
they presided over exactly as they appeared; stern old gals who
indeed were the dorm captains. Their total dominance over the
dorms continued until the late fifties and early sixties, when the
winds of change blew through Ellensburg.
In 1961 the position of House Mother was eliminated (to the
delight of the students) and replaced by the new dorm leaders, the
head residents and their cohorts, the resident aids (or assistants).
Most upperclassmen will remember that set-up, which wasn't too
bad when compared to the House Mother system. For you younger
folks, the Head Resident system was arranged with one head
resident to a dorm with a bevy of resident aids (RA's) under his
command. The Head Residents were usually graduate students and
the RA's mostly upperclassmen. Their duties followed loosely the
Dorm Mothers except there wasn't the great age difference that had
existed previously. This allowed for a little better communication
between ruler and ruled, although not much. The Head Residents
received pay (about $300 a month plus rooms in the dorm). Yet this
system wasn't quite what the college administrators (and the
students) had in mind either. There was still a great deal of friction
between the Head Residents and those they controlled; if the Head
Resident wasn't pouring his underling's beer down the toilets, he
was getting them for a zillion other minor atrocities. There was
simply an atmosphere of dread when a Head Resident was around or
one of his deputized RA's. The tension remained until about 1972
when the state legislators cut the budget allotted to state supported
schools (housing maintenance in particular) in half. The
administrators here at Central had the good foresight to suspect
that something like that might happen and had prepared themselves
to seek out a·new housing system; one that would be inexpensive as

· well as efficient. A committee was formed in early 1972 to seek out
possible solutions. It was composed of Jam es Riffey, Business
Manager; Dr. Robert Miller, Dean of Student Development;
Wendell Hill, Director of Auxilary Services; Dr. Wells Mclnelly,
Director of Counceling and Student Development; James P.
Hollister, Director of Housing; and Hellen Israel, Director of
Residence Living. .
Hill and Mclnellyi visited some Oregon and California schools to
study their systems with the hopes of finding one suitable to fit
Central's situation. They were greatly impressed with the
philosophy of living groups ·at the University of Oregon and
Rumbolt State College, along with the idea of responsible freedom
for students through self-government and self-control. The
committee liked the notion of affording an opportunity to individuals
to decide their own life styles and learn mutual respect for each
other through a freer environment. Not only the curriculum. but the
resident living areas were to be considered a vital part of the
learning environment, so the committee accepted the lifestyle of
responsible freedom.
In 1973 the present system of Dorm Managers and Living Group
Advisors came into being. There are approximately 17 building
·managers and 41 LGA's. Those 58 positions took the place of 90
people that worked the old system, saving on the number of people
needed. Also, now the Dorm Managers receive only room and board
(no pay) as do the LGA's.
Financially, the funding of the new program is considerably
cheaper than the old one. The cost for a fiscal year use to be
approximately $185,000, while the new program costs approximately $133,000; a saving of $52,000. In both cases the cost includes both
salaries and room and boa~d considerations.
The Bqjlding Managers and LGA's are advisors to the dorm
gov.ernment, but are not used as enforcers of dorm rules. Each
resident is expected to try to settle their problems with each other.
So far the system is doing just fine, and it should. People who ·a re
old enough to attend a college or university should be old enough to
know how to handle themselves with responsible freedom.

ApproVal given TKE Fraternity
Kappa Chi Lambda, an affiliate
of the international fraternity'
Tau Kappa Epsilion, has recently
been approved by the college
administration as Central's first
social fraternity.
Elected as president was John
Baird; Treasurer, Bill Davis; and
chapter alumni' adviser, Phil
Davis. All three are from the
Yakima area. Dr. Bruce Teets of
the English department serves
as adviser.
"We've heard that other
groups have tried, but this is the
first that's succeeded," Teets
said. "It's very new."
Currently the group has no
official residence, Teets said that
they hoped to be able to move
into an unused dormitory, the
Men's Co-op building, as soon as
the membership reaches thirty
members.
When asked about criteria for
membership, Baird said, "TKE
has always believed that it's not
a man's race, religion or social
standing but his own personal
worth that matters. I think it's·
Baird because TKE, since it's found-

ing in 1899, has refused to cater
to elitist groups and has always
valued a man for what he is, that
they've become the largest social
fraternity in the world.
"The fraternity can benefit
Central by attracting people who
are interested in fraternity life.
This is sort of a suitcase college '
and there really isn't too much
going on weekends. We'd like to
provide some things that would
keep people here weekends.
"As far as the individual goes,
we can benefit him academically
with study hours, scholarships
and scholarship loans. TKE, our
national house, also has various
group benefits available to members.
"Really though, we're trying to
unite people with common interests; people who like having a
good time with other people."
Baird said that students interested in joining the fraternity
may contact him at Anderson
apartments. Women students interested in joining the group's
auxiliary, Daughters of Diana,
are also welcome.

Davis

ASC Commissions
explained

-
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There are several Associated
Students of Central Commissions
to help students with various
problems. These commissions
are: the Tenants Union, Student
Rights Commissfon (SRC), Student Travel Information Center
(ST1C), Students Engaged in Research and Volunteer Experiences (SERVE) and the Political
Affairs Commission (PAC).
Jim Maloney, director of the
Tenant's Union, explained its
two basic functions as: "listing
available rental units, houses,
trailers, apartments and to provide information and assistance
in regard to what the residential
landlord tenant law is." ,
Students should come in if
they are having problems getting
damage deposits back. If repairs
are needed on an apartment,
Maloney can explain how to get
them done legally without losing
money. Information is available
on landlords who have, in the
past, refused to return student's
deposits or make necessary
repairs. If anyone wishes to go to
small claims court, the Tenant's
Union can explain how to go
about it.
Student Rights Commission
director Patti Ambrose helps
people who get in trouble with
the law. [Know your rights.] No
one should allow themselves to
be treated as a second class
citizen just because they're a
student. If the problem requires
an attorney SRC can offer
referral services.
SRC also offers information in
civil law, such as a do-it-yourself
manual on divorce for saving
lawyer fees.
The Student Travel Information Center (STIC) can help set
up a ride to Seattle next
weekend . . STIC has a riders
board in the SUB next to the
ASC offices. If students plan to

travel and need a ride or have
extra room available, leave a
note at th-e riders board.
The STIC furnishes applications for passports, International
Student Identity cards, Youth
Fares and information on many
more ways to travel in the states
and abroad cheaply.
Haas Resigns
Steve Haas resigned his position as ASC administrative assistant to assume a new position as chairman of the Political
Affairs Commission (PAC).
This year PAC plans to organize students to hold down tuition
increases. -Two other issues of
major student concern are liberalizing marijuana laws and working to keep the hitchhiking law.
PAC does not support candidates. It coordinates student
input to the state legislature to
achieve desired results.
SERVE participants may_ receive credit while helping others
and, in some · cases, earning
dollars. SERVE helps students
find volunteer work, field experiences and paying jobs in the
community and around the state.
This quarter SERVE will be
sponsoring a blood drive on
campus, November 6, in the SUB
small ballroom.
For further information about
SERVE see Pam Gillespie in the
SUB ASC offices.
ASC Plans Elections
'n' Homecoming
The Associated Student Legislature will have 10 positions up
for election this quarter: five students living off-campus and five
living-on campus will become student legislators.
Three positions are open on
the campus Judicial Board, the
highest tribunal on campus. It
deals with problems in dorms
such as drinking and parties.

Hammond, Macinko
project directors
Two Central geography in- ed for the project on the basis of
structors have been selected to competitive evaluat_ion by the
direct development of a national- federal agency.
ly commissioned sourcebook on
Hammond and Macinko, naenvironmental education.
tionally recognized in the enviDrs. Kenneth Hammond and ronmental education field, will be
George Macinko will be project on leave of absence from the
directors for a year-long effort of college for the project.
the Association of American GeoThe book will consist of a
graphers. They will compile collection of environmental esmaterial for a sourcebook, the says, reports and case studies
federal government plans to with bibliographic commentary
distribute.
on the topics.
An $83,311 contract has been
A number of man-environsigned by the U.S Office of Edu- mental relationships-such as
cation and The National Geo- that between population growth
graphers Association for devel- and resource requirements-will
opment of the book. The geo- be explored by the book.
graphers association was select-
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A Particularly
Helpful Advertisement
•

We can help you.
As you may suspect, selecting
a stereo system is more than just
a matter of taste. It is first and
foremost the process of discovering just how much performance you can get for your
dollar. How much sound will a
system produce? How much of
the full musical range does it,
cover? How clean and detailed is the overall sound?
,
We at Stereocraft are uniquely
able to demonstrate sound in our
stores and show the easily
audible differences that may be
important to you. But we can be
of help even before you come in.
Because we spend a goqd deal of
our time evaluating all kinds of
stereo equipment for ourselves,
we can supply a good preliminary
summary of what performance
- characteristics can be had at
what price, what you will gain if
you spend more, what characteristics you might want to see
emphasized at a given price
level.

1010 AM/FM
Receiver, Two Dahlquist DQ-10
Phased Array Loudspeakers,
Technics 1200 Direct Drive Turntable, Grado Fl +CD-4 Cartridge
Total Retail: $1830
Stereocraft Price: $1670

"Hear Every Note" Sony
6036A AM/FM Receiver, Two
Smaller Advent Loudspeakers,
Garrard 42M Automatic Turntable, Pickering V15/ ATE4 Elliptical Cartridge.
Total Retail: $488
StereocraftPrice:$409
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"The Supreme" Sony - 7045
AM/FM Receiver, Two Large
Advent Loudspeakers, Pioneer
PL 10 Manual Turntable, Grado
F3E + CD-4 Elliptical Cartridge
Total Retail: $755
Stereocraft Price: $639
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[Prime Rib at Dog Food Prices]
Kenwood 1400 AM/FM Receiver, Two Advent/2 Speakers,
Garrard 42m Automatic Turn
Table, Pickering V15/ ATE4 Elliplical Cartridge.
Total Retail $400
Stereocraft Price: $325
Examples.
At Stereocraft, we demonstrate, sell, and service the majority of good stereo equipment
available. Of the many systems
we can put together in each of
the price ranges we've discussed, we've selected here an exemplary systerp from each category
that will offer the best possible
value for your particular number
of dollars. We can probably
furnish you with a better system
for less money and with better
service than you are likely to get
lsewhere.
Thank you.
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S. 306 Grand
567-5922
?ullman

What your dollar buys:
A Summary.
With a limited budget [$200$350), you can get a system of
reasonable accuracy, but some
sacrifices are necessary at the
extremes of the musical range to
get satisfactory acoustic output
(loudness). A system in this price
range is most appropriate to
small listening areas.
With a moderate budget
[$400-$500), you have two
choices. On one hand, you can get
a system which provides accurate musical reproduction in
every respect, with sufficient
sound output for medium size
rooms (2000 cubic feet or less).
Alternatively, if you like to play'
music very loud in a large room,
you can select a different kind of
system in this price range that
sacrifices some musical accuracy (bass response in particular) to get extra sound output.
With somewhat more to spend
[$550-$700), you will be able to
get a system that combines completely satisfying accuracy with
ample output for even very large
listening areas and very loud
musical levels. In addition, it will
include features which add to
ease and flexibility of operation,
and which help to preserve your
records. , For most people, the
point of diminishing returns is in
this price range.
An unlimited budget [$1000
and up] will afford you the very
best equipment available. Such a
system can provide a number of
sonic refinements for the ultracritical listener; truly thunderous sound output on demand; and
a myriad of luxurious and helpful
control features.

408 N. Pearl
962-2830
Ellensburg
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Opinion
Thursday Evening Crier
Working the late, late shift in Ellensburg Tuesday of last week
seemed to come to no avail Wednesday afternoon.
The Crier production staff, headed by Production Manager Tom,
Shapley and Managing Editor Dave Schell, put in a full night.
They began at 7 p.m. Tuesday and at 9 a.m. Wednesday morning
put the camera-ready flats of the 32 page 'Thursday Morning Crier'
in the box at 9: 15 Wednesday morning.
Just in time, it seemed to make the 9:30 bus to Yakima, where it
would arrive at Shields Bag and Printing comfortably under the
noon deadline to be printed.
Crier Editor Rik Dalvit and News Editor David Wasser raced
from the SUB to a waiting VW which sped them to the Greyhound
Depot.
' They burst into the Greyhound depot with minutes to spare and
told the ticket agent they had an importa,nt package that had to be
on the 9:30 bus to Yakima.
They breathed a sigh of relief when the agent filled out a receipt,
and had Dalvit fill out a tag for the box. The agent assured them the
box would be on the bus.
Late that afternoon Dalvit received a telephone call from Shields
Bag.and Printin~. It was Shield's Ro~er McCarthy. His message was
terse: "Where was the media?" McCarthy asked.
Hadn't Dalvit called and told him the Crier flats were on the 9:30
bus to Yakima? If so, then why hadn't McCarthy seen them on either
of the two buses he had met?
Dalvit headed for the Greyhound depot fully expecting to find the
24" x 30" box still sitting behind a counter. When he arrived at the
depot, he wished they had been.
He was nearly hysterical when the clerk that was on duty .
thumbed through some receipts and told him the package had
indeed gone out at 9:30-on the bus to Seattle.
The clerk apologized for the error and urged Dalvit not to become
hysterical in the small depot.
The clerk put a telephone tracer on the package. It left Seattle
shortly after five and arrived in Yakima past eight, too late for an
overtime crew at Shields to begin.
, Shields juggled their Thursday schedule to fit in the Crier. At
four o'clock Thursday afternoon Shields had the press run bundled
and stacked on two wooden pallets.
Dalvit backed a van up to the loading dock and headed for
Ellensburg.
Five o'clock that afternoon, pressed into emergency service as
delivery men, the Crier editorial staff boarded the van and made
their rounds of the campus and downtown delivery points.
Greyhound had in the end left the driving to us. The Thursday
Morning Crier had become the Thursday Evening Crier.

Feedback,
please
by
Dave Schell

·

Newspapers have a responsibility to deliver the news to a reading
public _that is, hopefully, eager to be informed, and somewhat intelligent. In addition, however, editors delight in the prospect of having
an influence on the public through their editorials and opinions.
Syndicated columnists rely on the public's interest for editorial
comment for a living. (Yes, Virginia, people actually get paid for
voicing their opinions.)
We've all heard of the pow~r of the press and let's not forget
former President Nixon's constant warnings to the Silent Majority
that the press had, and was exercising, the power to destroy an
entire .presidential admi11istration. Contrary to Nixon and the
idealism of editors, however, is the fact that the press has virtually
no power or influence unless there is feedback, good or bad.
This is the problem we are presently facing here at the Crier.
Because of the lack of feedback, it is hard to determine just what
Central students want to read.
Some students on this campus, whether readers of this paper or
not, have voiced complaints about the Crier's selection of stories and
the editor's apparent affiliation with the administration of this
college~ That is, some students feel the Crier is just a voice for the
policies of the administration.
The Crier has no responsibility towards the college administration and, in fact, feels a closer tie with the students, being students
ourselves. We know, better than most students, the hassles of one
individual making himself heard in a bureaucratic hierarchy. If a
student feels strongly about an issue he or she should contact the
Crier.
From where we sit, it seems the public has become so insensitive,
frustrated, and possibly apathetic, to political and social issues, that
it is virtually impossible to predict an action that would actually
cause an active reaction. Or is it possible that there is not an issue so
provocative?

Crier Classified
Advertising
15¢0/ine
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963-1026

editor: rik dalvit
managing editor: david schell
cdver1ising 963- 1726
production editor: tom shapley
news editor: david wasser
sports editor: clint anderson
photo editor: brian pugnetti
business manager: sue mcbride
layout manager: diana shapley
copy editor: sharon hill
advertising manager: jim louts
reporters: bill kirby, sue henderson, jane snyder, ruth vogol, al
chrismer, debra neagle, tim nogler, vicki simpson, jeff
stevenson, alan tickner
typesetter: teresa mesplie
pmt operator: kathryn boyd
photographers: dan powell, scott lewis
layout: marsha starbuck, janice hopkins, sally kimsey, marty
crowther, gordon graves, paula lienweber, debbie mcfarlan
advertising: bill whiting
·
secretary: trish meeker
copy readers: andy mcleod, carolyn colvin
circulation: kristian dalvit, jon leathers
advisor: alan taylor

Avoiding food stamps hassles

!Letters

·

Nixon's
rcJ
pa On

. The CRIER welcomes letters from its readers for its letters'
column. Letters should be brief
(250 words maximum length) and
typed if possible. For publica- To the editor:
In response to the opm10n
tion, they must be signed_ and
bear the writer's address. We "Pardon" in the September 25th
will withhold names, using · ini- issue of the "Crier"; I couldn't
tials only; upon legitimate re- agree more with Mr. Shapley's
quest (no pseudonyms). We re- view concerninf! the injustices of
s.erv~ the right to edit. Letters Mr. Ford's pardon of Dick Nixon.
can be mailed or hand delivered However, the suggestion that all
to the CRIER office, SUB 218. draft evaders had guts and the
implication they all should be
given unconditional amnesty is
absurd.
To this as~umption I wonder,
does one injustice, i.e. Nixon's
pardon, warrant another? Also,
did all draft evaders have guts?
To the editor:
Men who conscientiously obI have often wondered why jected to the war and stayed
I never received any reasonable home to suffer the consequences
answer to a question that, by 'Of their decision were, indeed,
now, must be plaguing all return- courageous. True civil disobeding students and the many neo- ience by these men helped influphytes to -this campus.
ence public opinion on the so-callOver the years, many of us ed immoral war and ultimately
(students and faculty) have won- affected American foreign policy.
dered when the damn construc- The men, however, who chose
tion and resulting wet, muddy simply to evade the draft and
feet would stop. Naturally, we then flee the country, that is, flee
breathed a hearty '"Hallelujah!" the issue, only benefitted themas the Central mall was begun selves and did little to affect
American foreign policy.
and, finally, completed.
Had the evaders who simply
This emphatic shout of praise ran, stayed to defend their
was soon muffled, though, by the beliefs, our participation in the
erection of small stone monu- war may have ended sooner.
ments at every turn, bend and Policy would have been affected
crook of the mall. As a result; I by over-crowded jails if nothing
have seen and others have felt else. the pain of numerous skinned
Unconditional amnesty to men
shins, stubbed toes and bent who simply fled the issue would
front tires and forks during rush be unjust on the grounds their
hour (before/after class) traffic acts were completely selfish. If
due to these aesthetic memorial they weren't selfish they would .
blocks.
have stayed home and tried to
With its advance knowledge of stop the war through conscientCentral's going-ons and high ious civil disobedience.
Raymond K. Hellwig
level of investigative expertise,
perhaps the Crier can explain
this not-so-unique action by the
grounds crew.
Not that I'm complaining, but
once and for all, why the rocks?
Sincerely,
David A. Larson

Sidewalk

CRIER
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·
by Rick Arnold
welfare eligibility examiner

Food stamps are an important
item in the food budget of many
Kittitas County cit~zens. Many of
these food stampers are students. It is for them that this
article has been principally written. Don't stop reading if you are
a non-student, however.
Many questions arise when a
person applies for food stamps.
Hopefully, this article will enlighten and serve as a- guide to
the applicant. It is the most upto-date information the Ellensburg Department of Social &
Health Services has.
If you are a previous recipient
of food stamps, you know how
crowded our office can be at peak
periods. If you are a new applicant, you'll soon learn. In spite of
budget restrictions and increased workload, we still wish to give
maximum service. To this end
you must be educated. Being
well-prepared _will reduce the
time you and others will spend in
the waiting room and interview
booth.
Here are some procedures to
follow:
Make your appointment. Note
the date and time on the sign-up
sheet and be here. If unable to
make your appointment for any
reason, sign up for a new time.
The volume of applications we
handle prohibits exceptions.
Turn in your completed application. If your application- is incomplete, it will be returned to
you to finish. Pay special attention to these points: Give your
complete address; list all persons, including yourself, and the '
person with whom you are
applying; list all money received
in the month from any source.
(Job, parents, financial aid, rich
boyfriends, rich girlfriends, etc.);

list your expenses as paid on a
monthly basis; list all resources,
all monies you have on you, at
home, or secretly tucked away;
Please sign and date your application and don't forget your
social security number!!
- -The interview. Your application has been submitted and now
you are waiting to be interviewed. This waiting period may take
some time generally from ten
minutes to one and a half hours.
If everyone follows directions,
.ten minutes will be the rule
rather than the exception. Anotner tnmg; oe sure to have re<;eipts and documented proof of
everything you've stated on your
application. This would include
pay stubs, financial aids statements, rent, utilities, medical
and tuition receipts. If in doubt,
it is better to have too many receipts than too few.
After-calling you in the interview room, the examiner will
then compute your food stamp·
cost using the information and
receipts you have supplied. The
speed at which we have to work
prohibits our talking of anything
but food stamp matters, so try to
be single-minded during the
interview.
· If anything is unclear, please
ask the examiner for an explanation._ Clarity is very important.
At the end of the -interview
your ~orker will tell you one of
three things. One, you are ineligible for food stamp benefits;
two, you are p_~mded, we need'
more information, and your file
will be held until you can prove
eligibility; or three, you are
eligible for benefits. He will also
tell you your food stamp cost and
length of certification. This done,
your interview is complete.

Your food stamp card is processed, mailed to you and redeemed by you at one of the redemption centers listed in our
office. Allow at least a week to
receive your card.
Unless told otherwise by the
examiner, you are certified for
one month. You must re-apply
each month thereafter if you
wish to receive· food stamps. If
you are prorated (certified for
two or more months) any
changes in income or expenditures must be reported in
writing to our office within ten
days of the change.
Following the directions in this
article should make your stay at
the Ellensburg Food Stamp
Office as brief .and pleasant as
possible. Pass the article along to
a friend or leave it where it can
be read by possible applicants.
NOTE: Students who receive
more than half of their support
from a household which is ineligible for the food stamp program
would also be ineligible for food
stamps under a proposed regulation announced by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
The proposed rule applies to
any student, age 18 or over, who
attends an educational institution beyond high school and is
claimed as a tax dependent by an
ineligible household (i.e. receives
over half his support from that
household). It applies only to the
individual who is claimed as a tax
dependent; other members of the
student's household can receive
food stamps if they are otherwise
eligible. The individual would
also have an opportunity to
prove that he does not receive
over 'half his support from , an
ineligible household.

FACT: 3,362 people from 1,891 households in Kittitas County receive foodstampst.
FACT: The total value of these foodstamps -was $125,936.00.t
FACT: On the average, each person, per month, received-$29.22 of free.food stamps.t
tFigures from January 1974 DSHS, Bluebook.

TheTav
Not
Gone
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Forgotten
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Ii fti C.hcl' rural

...,Ian Jn•, .fillaeen,old ~adltlon of .Bviag
·cleeayiag.
farming can be

discarded and

1)e wagons of th~ past .~o not •it p.-oudly at tile
cAors of ~he farms and ranch••· th~y are left
abandoned in the field• a• if they were objects of
superstition.
The close relation of the farmer to the land
has given way to the mechanical and industrial
combine~ For many farmers the old equipment ii
symbolic of morgages and foreclosures. For the
farmer in the Valley the past is nothing more
than a myth and the present is nothing less than
a battle.
And so ends an era of farming in the Valley.

.Now preservation of the past is mainly in the
hands of the working middleclass. Those sight
!ileekers and weekend travelers who eye bal'k·
yard!f for Model T's and milk l'ans now own the
rural past.
T. S. •:Uot wrote:
That'• tlte way the world ea4e.
That'• tile way the world . . . .
Not . . . . . . .
I

bat wlda .........

· Photo by Brian Pugnetti
Feature by Bill Whiting .

Floating
the river
by Bill Kirby
"The novices are the ones who
really scare me," says Mike
McLeod, recreation director and
avid river floater.
Floating down the near-by
Yakima River is the main recreation for many students through
out the year. Unfortunately, a
large number of students take to
the river without being advised
of "the rules of the game". With
the forecast of a warm fall ahead,
McLeod and the student recreation department want to make
sure that the "river virgin" floats
instead of sinks.
The neophyte floater can find
out all the information he or she
needs by contacting the information booth, the Tent and Tube
Shop or room 102, all in the SUB.
From these sources the prospective rafter or tuber , can pick up
the booklet "The River Virgin's
Guide to Safe River Floating"
and a map of the river produced
by the Central Geography Club.
The "River Virgin's Guide"
emphasizes the three rules of
safe floating; look ahead, plan
ahead and maintain your head.
The map provides mileage, entrance and exit spots along the
river.
When asked if the river can be
floated during the fall, Dean Don
Wise replied, "The answer is
yes-you can float the Yakima
during the fall." l\i~Leod agreed,
saying that fall, with its autumn
colors, has to be the best time to
view the river banks. Wise said
that floating is popular almost
any time of the year. As of October, Wise and others have
floated the river at least once a
month for the past 44 months.
As for safety, McLeod said the
new floater should do two things
off the bat. First, go with someone who is experienced, "not
someone who says he's experienced-check his credentials".
Second, check out the equipment. A leaky raft or tube can
spoil any trip. Both McLeod and
Wise criticized the habit that has
developed of tying two or more
rafts together with a rope or
cord. Wise said that this eliminates the ability to maneuver the
raft.
In an effort to increase the enjoyment and safety of floaters
who rent rafts from the Tent and
Tube Rental Shop, a pair of Avon
rafts are being purchased by the
shop. Wise said that this was
made possible from funds generated by the rental shop and
because the College Store is becoming a dealer for Avon Rafts.
McLeod said that the Tent and
Tube decided to purchase the
Avons so that the shop would
have the safest equipment available.
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS AT
CAREER PLANNING &
PLACEMENT CENTER
Campus interviewing will begin on October 16 at the Placement Center, 105 Barge Hall.
Employers discuss employment
opportunities with qualified candidates at pre-scheduled appointment times. Sign-up schedules
are posted at the Placement
Center at 8 a.m., one week before
the employer visits.
Oct. 16 - Lamb-Weston, Inc.,
production management and
quality assurance positions. Business, biological science and industrial technology candidates
are encouraged to interview.
Oct. 17 - Arthur Anderson
Company - Accounting firm,
accounting majors only.
Oct. 17 - Haskins & Sells Accounting firm, accounting majors only.
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Co-Rec

Sandra Kent

School of

by Mike McLeod
The swimming pool is now available on Monday and Friday nights
from 8-10 p.m. for private parties. This service is open to any
recognized "on-campus" organizations such as clubs and residence
halls. The cost of this service is $8 per hour. Any group wishing to
utilize this service must submit a request two weeks in advance in
SUB 102.

"DANCE"
Open Monday & Thursday & Saturday
TAP BALLET BATON GYMNASTICS
JAZZ MARCHING UNITS
-ADULTS- SLIM TRIM BALLET DANCING
BELLY DANCING

For information concerning all trips and tours and to register for
the trips listed above, contact the Trips and Tours Coordinator,
Debbie Newman, SUB 102, 963--~511, 2-5 __p.m.

5th & Ruby

BETIER LIFE
NATURAL FOODS

Eurail Passes
Britra i ! Passes

•Seeds and nuts

No Additional Cost
All Airlines Represented

•Organically grown grains,
fruits and vegetables

434 North Sprague 925-3167

•Natural cheeses
with no preservatives

WELCOME
STUDENTS

•Herb teas

11 -1 West 6th

925-1664

925-2505

WE HAVE
24 MAYTAG WASHERS
AID 16 DRYERS
II COOL I QUIET
SURROUNDINGS
FREE PARKING
207 I. PINE

MODEL COIN-OP
LAUNDRY AID
CLEANERS
IElft·THE POSl OFFICE

111 W. 3rd

TAVERN

962-9934

"BIGGER THAN EVER"
5 POOL TABLES e AIR HOCKEY

e

SUFFLEBOARD e
FOOSBALL
PINBALL
BEST IN PIZZA • GALLONS TO GO!
KEGS AND PONY KEGS TO GO!
*NOW OPEN AT 12:00 NOON*

e

Center offers
group therapy
This fall a new service is available to CWSC students, faculty
and their families. The Community Psychological Services
Center will be conducting group
sessions for individuals interested in sharing common concerns.
Other helping services provided by the Center include psychological testing and evaluation,
assisting parents in child guidance, treatment of problem behaviors and personal counseling.
All services are supplied without
charge and are open to anyone in
the community. Further information about the services offered
. can be obtained by dropping in at
the Center, Room 118 of the Psychology Building, or by ·calling

"BLUE AGATE" DO YOU HAVE A SPECIAL STONE
THAT YOU WANT MOUNTED IN A TRULY
CUSTOM SETTING?
THIS IS THE RARE
ELLENSBURG BLUE AGATE IN 14K GOLD.
SETTING.

963-2501.

--

•

-

-

Wool and Fun fur coats 20% off
Blouses discounted 70%
For our football games
·mittens and hats

Margaret's, Inc.
across from the Science
bldg. in the PLAZA

Artwork?

by Beth Walters
E1ch year the art instructors hold a sale of their own to help
establish a scholarship fund for art students. Unfortunately this
fund is only large enough to make one, or possibly two, small grants.
Art, as many people know, is one of the most costly areas a
student nn enter. Along with the cost of tuition, normal living
· expenses, food and hol!sing, etc., thei:;e is the additional cost of lab
fees, models and materials for some classes.
Since art is mostly visual there is, in the art building, a nice,
compact gallery, but the few times a year they can bringin a show, a
vast majority of the people at Central don't see the exhibition. And
many complain they didn't hear about it. Last year we had some fine
exhibits, and not amateur ones either. These are well-known artists
from all over the world. Many times these displays are from Seattle
museums on Leir way to other large towns.
Students could have missed some of the shows in the gallery, but I
·
don't believe they could have gone through the SUB arid missed the
sale that was going on in the corner between the cafeteria and the
Games Room. Some of the pieces they had were extremely fine.
Another part of the ai:t department most students don~t see is it's
slide show. In the two lounges in the Fine Arts building there are
showcases containing slides of art works. Each one is different, and
they are periodically changed. Usually these are exceptional shows.
Also in the Fine Arts building-can be found displays of student and
faculty work, including pottery, sculpture, oils, water color, ink,
pencil sketches and various sculptures in many medias.
_
The college isn't the only place where students will find art. The
high school has its art courses, too, but they lack a gallery. And the
only other gallery in town is not as well-patronized as it should be.
Again it is unfortunately small, but they do manage to get some
exceedingly fine work in. Much of their work is by local, professional
and semi-professional talent. And much of it is in what could be
called a modern urban style, rather than the back woods style that is
found on the Olympic Peninsula.
One of the notable things about the downtown gallery is the
building it is locate<!, in. Originally an office complex, the offices are
connected, and plenty of glass allows you to see through. Being in
the rooms gives it the feeling of comfort.
These then are the galleries in Ellensburg. Both within walking
distance of the college campus, and most of the surrounding area.
And both, although small, are able to bring in fine work for
everyone to see. In most cases there is no admission price.
On your way back from a class or to lunch, or when you're just
wandering around, stop at the galleries and see what they_ have.
Look at the slide show, check out.the student and faculty work, stop
in the downtown gallery arid look things over. You just may see
something you really like; a lot of people do.

10% off on all
BOWMAR "Brain"
electronic calculators
in stock.

MX~40

INCLUDES
A-C.CORD

f

Retreating
Teachers

CLOSE OUT SPECIAL

Eight Digit Display
Four Function
AC· DC
Rechargeable Batteries
Deluxe Carrying Case
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PHOTO FINISHING
WITH A FEELING!

The Department of Education
has, for the past several years,
held a fall retreat for members of
the Education Dept. and guests.
This year's retreat was held at
Camp Field in Leavenworth on
August 18-20.
Participants numbered 68, including the Education Faculty,
the Dean of the School of Professional Studies, the ·Dean of
Undergraduates, the President
and Vice President of Academic
Affairs, the Registrar and Deans
Owen and Gorney.
The main purpose of the
retreat, states Dr. Jimmie
Applegate of the Education
Dept., is to "plan and organize
the basic thrust and emphasis for
the education department for the
year; It also gives department
committees the opportunity to
plan out their individual programs." \
The fall retreat, the major one
for the Education Dept., is highlighted by an "Evening Social
and Barbeque Steak Dinner."
· The retreat is a Department of
Education function, supported
partially by departmental funds . .

We Care About Your Prints

?
•
4th & Pine --- 925-4606
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Brewmaster
Visits

HAIR
DESIGNERS
"N~ TURALL Y"

Visiting Cen"tral last week was
Jean-Pierre Delcourt, 28, from
Belgium. Delcourt dropped by to
say hello to Associate French ,
Prof. Ilda Easterling, originally
from Belgium.
This is Delcourt's third visit to
the U.S.
Delcourt attended the UW for
nearly a year. Before that he was
recruited by Anheuser Busch in
Virginia.
Delcourt earned a degree of
Engineer in Brewing Science
from a university. in Nancy,
France.
What makes a good beer?
"Aging," says Delcourt. "It takes
at least a year to make a good
batch of beer." What about the
water? "Good water is important," he said. "Water with a certain mineral content to bring out
the best in the yeast, but it's the
aging that is most important."
Delcourt quit Anheuser Busch
because, in addition to rushing
their beer, he said, "they wanted
your whole life. You had to bring
your job home with you, it was
too much pressure; but maybe
that is why there is more production in this country."
The pressure is off Delcourt
now. Winding up his three month
tour of the states he flew back to
Belgium this weekend to attend
the university of Brussels.
His plans for the future: "I
haven't decided yet."

FOREIGN CAR
REPAIRS AND PARTS

"Hair-cutting
specialists
for
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INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

men an.d
women."

925-5539

508 East 3rd
962-2550

SINGING clEWISH 5iEJN6§ -ffBEJl1T clESll§
'

-ffNE TEbbINEi

&w clEsas

MRaE TttEM Mem.E clEWISH

Friday, Oct. 4th 11 a.m. · 1 p.m.· East Paf~ o
Concert: Fri. Oct. 4th 8 .: 00 p.m. ~ ~ertz Auditorium
Admission: FREE
Sponsored by the Missionary Alliance Church
...........~...... Ill'~
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FORMULATED
ESPECIALLY
FOR
MEN'S
~AIR
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Ford may not run
WASHINGTON-President Ford indicated Monday that his
wife's cancer surgery might affect his plans to run for a full term in /
1976.

~~IooJl•~S •~f~l4>,J
. .35

.

;,r1.SO

When questioned about his plans to cancel parts of his campaign
schedule and his plans for re-election in 1976, Ford stated, "We
haven't looked beyond next week."

· Nixons health

doft#i1111oli~ Mu.tJ<

Former President Richard Nixon, who has phlebitis and a blood
clot in his lung, wound up his first week in" the hospital at Long
Beach, California, with no reported change in his condition since
Friday. Sat., Mrs. Nixon.reported that he was feeling much better.

r~-. l••l '""·
301 N · PEARL

Surgeons recently removed Betty Ford's cancerous ~ight breast
plus surrounding lymph and muscle tissue. The doctors said pros- ·
pects for recovery seem "favorable", but they could not yet be_sure whether the cancer had spread further.

WELCOME STUDENTS
SAY IT WITH

(across from Post Office)

EVERYBODY'S FA VO RITE NO GENERATION GAP

LOW, LOW

(.FLOWER~
925-4149

P

Elle US b U rg
Floral Shop

.r .
Downtown,
across from
the Village

Welcome Students

rift alplfu bnuse
1009

O. St_reet

Centra I Washington State.College

An Interdenominational Charismatic Christian
Fellowship for Collegians, invites you to the ·
following ·weekly meetings at the Chi Alpha House!
Monday· 7p.m. ·Chi Alpha Fellowship Hour
Thursday· 7p.m. • Co-ed Bible Studies
Prayer/Praise Fellowship
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Placement
Services
Scheduled

Classified
Babysitter wanted. 7:45
a.m. to 12: 15 p.m. 18 month
girl. College Duplex #19.
925-9789.
Three kittens to give away, 10-12 weeks old. 301
Montgomery, Cle Elum,
674-2289.
CWSC Soccer club is now
forming. Practice daily at 4
p.m. at Nicholson Pavilion.
House plants for sale. E-5 .
Student Village. All plants
50 cents each. 963-3263.
Puppies to give away.
Black, part lab. 2 mos.
Playful. 925-5776.
Now starting beginning
dance lessons for Tahitian,
hula and · Maori for children, teens, adults. Advanced lessons also available.
Call 962-2212.

Ed buyers
meet here

PLACEMENT MEETINGS FOR
SENIORS AND GRADUATES
IN EDUCATION
Persons expecting to enter
teaching or administrative work
at the elementary, secondary or
community college level either at
mid-year or next fall, and who
wish to use the services of the
College Placement Service in
finding teaching or administrative positions, should attend one·
of the following meetings to receive placement instructions and
registration materials.
Wednesday, Oct. 9 - 3:00 p.m.
to 3:45 p.m. - Black Hall 101
Thursday, Oct. 10- 4:00 p.m. to
4:45 p.m. - Black Hall 101
Thursday, Oct. 10 - 7:00 p.m. to
8:00 p.m. - Black Hall 101
Seniors planning to student
teach winter or spring quarters
should establish their placement
files this quarter.

ROSSOW'S

U-TOTE-EM

A regional conference of the
National Association of Educational Buyers convened at Central last Tuesday. Purchasing
manager Barbara Ball headed
the conference activities.
The 9 a.m. session was presided over by Ball in the SUB. The
principle speaker at the noon
luncheon was a national association representative from Baylor
University, Earl Newland.

, AND
MINITURE GOLF
I

"HOME OF THE
E~LENSBURGER"

***

807 CASCAiilE WAY

925-1500
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We Meet or Beat All Competition!
•

•
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•Have Your Radiator Backflushed ·•
:
.. Only s6.95
:
Best Tune-Ups in Town:
:
e
V-8 ..... $9.95
e
••
•
6
$8.95
•
4 ..... $7.95
:
•

•

•!

Snow Tires Will Still Be 5 29.95 ·a pair.

:

:

: No Trade Needed, Including Excise Tax. :
Balancing Extra.

e
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e

"We have anti-freeze"

•

:

DARREL'S.AMERICAN

:

:

The Tire King
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315 N. PEARL ST. - ELLENSBURG, WA. 98926

welcome
.Back
Come in
and see us, again
We still have
the same
old prices

Medication Profiling

PHONE
(509)
925-2261

Downtown
Next .to Jack's Tavern

Fifth & Ruby
. . . . .llm!. . . . . . . .--------~----------------r-.•wm:111m1

__....__________..
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!Catalog .
Field Experience
Catalog Notices
The first deadline for Catalog
You will not be able to register
notices is noon Friday for the for any Field Experience credits
next week's paper. No notices unless you have already completaccepted after Monday noon. ed an agreement and have all the
Notices are taken on a space necessary signatures PRIOR TO
available basis, with no guaran- ·REGISTRATION. Please come
tee of acceptance implied.-Please into the Cooperative Education
leave notices in the Crier office, Office, SUB 105, or go to your
department to pick up a form
SUB 218.
today. If you have any questions,
Tours
There will be tours of Victor J. call 9Q3:3.4Q9.
Bouillon Library, October 11, at 2
Mountaineering
p.m. and 4 p.m. Tours will begin
The Mountaineering club will
near the main card catalog on the meet on Wed., October 9, in SUB
first floor of the library.
103 at 7 p.m.
East Indian
Student Teachers
ISKCON Presentations will be
Winter Quarter 1975 student
featuring an East Indian Jam, teachers, please update your
starring "Vaikuntha", Thursday application in Black 217 as soon
11:30 to 12:30 and 8 to 10 in the as your Fall Quarter classes are
SUB pit.
confirmed.

I

•
"I'm O;K., just studying hard."
They will be glad to he~r the good news·
at.. home. Kee~ in touch by' long distanceCWSC dormitory students can dial
their own lon9 distance cal Is.
See us for your free
special billing credit card.

Meditation
The Student International
Meditation Society meets every
Sunday at 6 p.m. in the Grupe
Conference Center. For more information contact Ray Cline,
925-4986.

Bible Study
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER!
What is your knowledge of THE
POWER? Come, learn with your
peers at Chestnut Street Baptist
Church, 609 N. Chestnut (within
walking distance of all dorms).
College/Career Bible Study Sunday mornings at 9:45 a.m. Weeknight Bible Study sponsored by
Baptist Student Union will begin
soon.
US Marine Corps to Visit
The Marine Corps Officer
Selection Team will be visiting
our campus on October 7, 8 and 9
to talk with interested students·
about the Marine Corps Officer
programs available to both men
and women. They will be located
in the Placement ,, Center, 105
Barge Hall, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
each day.

~-,-=~- -=~-

Hi Mom

BA Degrees
BA Degree applications are
now being accepted in the Registrar's Office for fall quarter 1974
graduation. The deadline for all
applications is October 11.

Write a check for it.
An NBofC checking account is an ea~y way
to pay for things. There's no need to carry a
lot of cash. And your cancelled checks are
great receipts. Open one at your nearby
NBofC office.
National Bank of Commerce

National Teacher Exams
College seniors preparing to
teach school may take the National Teacher Examinations on
any of the four different test
date·
The 'Bulletin of Information
for Candidates' contains a list of
test centers, and information
about the examinations, as well
as a Registration Form. Copies
may be obtained from · college
placement officers.
·
New dates for the testing of
prospective teachers are: Nov. 9,
1974, and Jan. 25, April 5, and
July 19, 1975..

Member F.D.l.C.

Q-IUR0-1 OF OiRIST
WE INVITE ALL CWSC STUDENTS
TO VISIT US SUNDAY FOR A
WELCOMING DINNER IN YOUR
HONOR .. IT ALL TAKES PLACE AT
1:00 P.M. AT THE CHURCH OF CHRIST
LOCATED ON 408 S. MAPLE.
BIBLE STUDIES: 10:00 A.M.
WORSHIP: 11 :00 A.M.
MINISTER: DAVID
VAN LANDINGHAM
HOME PHONE: 925• -1087·~

-,()FFICE : 925-1822

LETS GOTO

1He DO AN'
COOL OFF ON
1HE l#SIOE/

Delivery

6 - 12 weekdays
6 - 1 Fri and Sat
925-0101
10th and Alder

Consumer watch
Cost and pricing facts

_by Tom Shapley

Last week in this column I incfoded a warning from the Attorney
General's office about phony "gas saving devices." Staying with the
spmt in which this column was created, I reported the rip-off, and
now I will report the good deal.
There is a new product that .does increase gas mileage, but only as
a by-product of more efficient engine operation. The concept of the
product is to replace the contact "points" in the standard
distributor. Because the points transmit electrical impulses to the
spark plugs by making a metal-to-metal contact, they wear out, and
even before they wear out, the separation increases and causes the
engine to become "out of time."
By replacing the points with a magnetic "trigger" that transmits
electricity without making contact, this new device virtually
eliminates wear and those costly little visits called "tune-ups." One
· type of this mechanism is produced by Western Control and is called
a Capacity Discharge System. This allows for a near perfect spark,
hotter than a conventional system can produce.
With this system the producers can make some pretty attractive
claims. And (surprise!) the claims are backed-up with a solid guarantee. What the system can give the consumer, in addition to virtually
no more tune-ups, is up to 60,000 mile spark plug life, more efficient
gas burning which will improve mileage 10 to 15 percent, as well as
cutting down on pollutants, improved hot and cold weather starts
due to the hotter spark, for a total price of around $80.
Western lJontrol produces systems to fit all four to eight cylinder
internal combustion engines, including industrial and marine power
plants. If an engine can be- found that will not match up with one of
Westem's systems, a company spokesman has assured me that they
will build one to fit it. 1
So far the company has had only one marketing problem. Many of
the possible distributor-in's tallers for the product also do tune-ups,
and, to say the least, are reluctant to sell a product that will end
tune-ups. ThanKs a lot guys.
.
Increased gas tax
Once again the great thinkers in our government have decided to
fight the enemy of inflation by drafting the same ~oup of underpaid, uninformed, unwilling soldiers that they have m the past; the
American consumer. This time they expect the consumer to
contribute to the battle by paying ten to twenty cents more per
gallon for gasoline, according to AP and UPI stori~s.
·
.
The administration's plan is to increase the gas tax m order to discourage gasoline buying, and to increase federal revenue by $9
·billion dollars. The idea is that the new revenue could be spent
creating and filling new federal jobs.
This is a column, and therefore, I am allowed some poetic license,
I will exercise it by editorializing a little bit. It seems incredible to
me that the government can continue to ask the consumer to follow
anti-inflation practices that are in direct opposition to what the
government itself is doing. They want less money spent so that .
they can spend more money. lllogical, pf course, but the impor~ant
thing is that it is unfair and insulting to the intellect. The
government has been pinpointed as a major cause of i~flation
through overspending. Yet it continues to appropriate more money
than there is gold to back it, so the dollar becomes more worthless.
Federal salaries continue to be increased. And now they want the
consumer to pay up to five times more for gas tax. This is
inflationarY.. It involves spending more money and receiving no
more product for it.
You, the consumer, will continue to be called upon to support
excessive and undirected spending on the part of the government.
, That is, you will as long as you allow it to happen. Your money is

:~~r~:~ ~~ t~~~\~:\~:~~t~~w;;~~1 °J~1~~r~~nsumers and deter-

Symphony

forming
Formation of this year's Central Symphony Orchestra, open
to membership by Kittitas County area musicians, as well as
college students will begin soon.
Prof. Clifford Cunha, orchestra conductor, has issued an invitation to area musicians to join
the organization. They may inquire about membership by calling 963-2116 or 925-3023.
Students and non-students
may enroll as orchestra members
for two academic credits or may
audit the orchestra course without charge.
·
Cunha said that the fall
quarter symphony plans include
two special concerts.
A November 14 concert will
feature Prof. Bonnie Bricker,
pianist, and teaching assistant
Dorothy Grether, cellist, as soloists.
Central's traditional Christmas
season concert will be conducted December 8, when the Central
Singers join symphony musicians, under direction of Prof.
Gordon Leavitt.

INTRODUCING
"Libby Nordlund"

for~ complete

skin analysis
and care.
Nature.
Redken has taken some of nature's kindest ingredients and
blended them into a new skin care collection scientifically formulated to make your skin and your psyche thrive and come alive.
The result: pH plus. A collection of five effective beauty tools
blessed with vitamins, proteins, emollients, herbs and other rewarding i1'\9redients. Each one acid-balanced to protect and sustain the
skin's delicate acid mantle.
pH plus. It's part empathy, part inspiraby Redken
tion, part science, and part nature. Come in
today and discover the beautiful things it can
do for you.

pH plus

,

The treatment collection for skin and psyche
Corner of
Money talks. Billions force.
awaits you here.
Third and Sampson
For more information contact Con:s:u:m:e:r_W:_:a:tc:h:·~C:::r:,:ie:r:,:·_:S~U:.B:.:2::1:.:8:,.-..!:==::=:;;::=:=::==========================a=;;;;;---=::;:::========••••••..

Home Ee.

loses Trout
Betty Lee Trout, former Assistant Professor of Home and
Family Ljfe Education at Central, has transferred her talents
to the WSU campus.
Although she has basically the
same job at WSU that she had
here, she says it is entirely different because the number of staff
and students there is considerably larger than Central's.
Trout, who served on the
teaching staff here for 9 years,
, said that working with the students was the most gratifying experience she encountered at
Central.
"I believe we had the most
hard working, conscientious student~ in home economics education," Trout commented.
Since her departure from Central, Trout has become the acting
President of the Washington
Home Economics Association,
besides joining the staff of _WSU.

.

P1zz4.IJ1JT
OPEN

Sun.-Thur. - 11:30 to 12:00 midnite
Fri.-Sat. - 11 :30 to 2:00am

925-5001

¥FREE CAMPUS DELIVERY*
. Delivery Hours! 5:00p.m. - 11 :OOp.m. Sun - Thur
5 :OOp.m. - 1:OOa.m. Fri - Sat

Spe~ial Delivery Offer
10" pizza
13" pizza J.!: pizza
J free drink 2 free drinks 3
free drinks

Sun • Mon

=

All other times solt drinks on delivery

25~

" ·rH E YARN BARN ..
Spinnerin, Columbia Minerva
D.M.C.

STITCHERY KITS
LESSONS needlepoint
stitchery
10%
crochet
Student
knitting

Discount

Farm
Fresh

107 E. 4th
925-9293

Central, still a college heavily oriented· to the manufacture of ·
teachers, has a policy that many education majors may not know
about that governs what its student teachers are to do if they are in
a school district where teachers strike. The "work stoppage policy"
was adopted by the Teacher Education Council last Nov-e mber.
Dr. Robert Carlton, Director of Clinical Studies, whose office
places student teachers in various districts each quarter; says the
policy is not meant to negate the right to strike, or to endorse any
party in a strike . .
The policy is as follows:
.
1) While officially representing Central Washington State
College, students and faculty of the college shall not be involved in
work stoppages or related activities on a partisan basis in any way.
Picket lines, where established, are to be respected.
2) College students assigned into a school district shall, ·if a work
stoppage occurs, report immediately, in person, to their professional
supervisor at a place previously designated by the sup.ervisor.
3) It shall be the responsibility of the college personnel assigned
to the area to provide alternate but meaningful learning experiences for students during a work stoppage. The college concern is
to protect the student, both physically and professionally.
4) In developing alternative experiences, the professional super.yisor should consider first, reassignment to schools in the area not
affected by the stoppage or, second, procedures for rescheduling the ·
experience. Such procedure requires concurrence of the Director of
Clinical Studies and the processing of students on an individual
basis. A description of the alternative experience will be filed with
.the Director.
, 5) It is recognized that the length of the work stoppage period will
determine the nature of the alternative experiences. In the case of
student teachers and Option C students, a six week period of
regular activity would be the minimum length of time for full credit.
6).Part-time college students, employed by a school district but
supervised by college personnel on a part-time basis, are not
considered to be governed by this policy. (Example: Ed. 582. Internships).

·MILK

57'

Strike pol icy
defined

Carlton

In Glass
Bottles

per V2 gallon

It's just possible our . milk
is about the freshest bottled milk
sold any'JVhere iii the world !!!

WINEGARS DAIRY
Open 4p.m. to 7 p.m. daily

Food coupons_accepted
419 W. 15th Ave.
.. '-·8 blocks west of Nicholson pavilion

A CANINE COMPANION enjoyed the lunch offered Central stu·
dents by Ellensburg merchants last Saturday. These co-eds were
among hundreds that attended. [Photo by Scott H. Lewis]

Relief to
Honduras

Voters

deadline
draws near

The Washington State Partners of the Americas-a nonprofit, volunteer organization working with the people of Latin
America, is lending its help to
the statewide effort to raise
funds for disaster relief for hurricane battered Honduras.
According to Chris Stevenson
of Richland, Associate Director
of the Washington State Partners, "We must help our Latin
American neighbors now, and
collecting money is the quickest
way to get aid directly to the
thousands of storni victims."
With the latest death toll
figures between 7 and 8,000
people and another 500,000
homeless, the emergency funds

October 5 is the deadline for
voters to register for the November general elections. Those who
have already registered need not
re-register unless the address or
name is no longer the same.
Registration forms can be
found in the County Auditor's
office in the County Courthouse.
Absentee ballots must be obtained from the home town county
clerk' at least two weeks befor~
the election.
Students who are registered in
their home town and wish to be
registered in Ellensburg, may
also do this in the Auditor's
office. The deadline for this
process is a:lso October 5.

raised in Washington are urgently needed for disaster-relief to
the stricken Central American
country.
Recently hurricane Fifi dealt
a series of disastrous blows,
including - strong winds, high
tides, flooded homes and crops.
These winds were followed by
the threat of disease from
unburied bodies. The country is
now pleading for worldwide
disaster aid.
Those wishing to contribute to
the relief fund for Honduras
should make checks payable to
"Washington State Partners of
the Americas", and mail them to
Central Washington State College, Ellensburg, WA, 98926, in
care of Honduras Relief Fund.
All donations are tax deductible.

PLANTS
House Plants, Ferns, Cactus
Succulents Hanging Plants

SUPPLIES
See our large selection of Clay Pots, Potting Soils, Hand
Thrown Pottery, Fertilizers, Baskets, Crockery, Hangers
COME VISIT OUR GREENHOUSE ...
Located at the end of 15th Ave. West and City Limits.

Williams
Green House and Gifts
925-3477

begutymi~t
"thank vou"sale- this week only

gve~g,0%

Oct. 26th

on an hosiery styles
OPEN 6:45
.NOW PLAYING

LI-BERTY Theatre
Shows at 7:00 & 10:15 nightly
Sunday at 5:00 & 8:15 only

COLUMBIA PICTURES AND RASTAR PICTURES PRESENT

in

P-BP/BARCLAY FEATURE

Co-Hit 8:40

Ni2h~y-Sun.

6:40-9:50

COLUMBIA PICTURES
AllD RASTAR PRODUCTIONS PRESENT

A RAY STARK
HERBERT ROSS Production

Barbra
. ~'
Streisand Tile Owl
George ad the
Segal l'ussyr.a1 ~
Panavision

®

Col r __~. ----~--..........1~

The VILLAGE

FROM NOW

925-4598

THRU

Shows Each Night at 7:00 only

"IT CAN BE SAID, SIMPLY
AND WITH THANKS, THAT
l
IT IS AN ABSOLUTELY
TERRIFIC MOVIE:' .
Jay Cocks "
Time Magazine

THE .THREE
MUSKETEERS
TECHNICOLOR®
PRINTS BY DE LUXE~

~~

~

Comedy Co-Hit at 8:55 only
20th CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS

Made For
Each Other

OCTOBER, 7th
Once-a-year low prices on Beautymist--those wonderful
mo~ning-to-midnight pantyhose. Durable enough for your
busiest day ... beautifully sheer for evening. A great buy
at our regular prices-yet now you can save up to 20%.
Stockings and knee-highs, too. Come see us this week!

Style
Pantyhose
7000
7010
7820
Support
9905
Stockings
3105

Regular
Price

Sale
Price
1 pair

Sale
Price
3 pairs

You Save
on 3 pair

$1.69
1.69
1.69

$1.40
1.40
1.40

$4.05
4.05
4.05

$1.02
1.02
1.02

Sheer Support Pantyhose

3.95

3.29

9.45

2.40

Knee-Hi w/Toe

1.00

83

2.39

.61

Description
Nude Panty Sandalfoot
~J!c;J~ Panty w/Toe
Micro Mesh w/Toe

COLOR by DE LUXE ">
· ~

925-3266

William .Holden
Kay Lenz in
Also Dean Martin
& Rock Hudson

CHARGE ITI
at

''Breezy''
"Showdown"

5th Ir Ruby

1mm
DOWNTOWN

Free Parking

Wick · leads comeback

'Cats overtake
Wolves 20-19

MAYBE 1-SHOUD'VE GONE AROUND? Central halfback James Tremper finds the going toU:!'h
high atop the Oregon defense in last Saturday's victory over the visiting Wolves. [Photo by Brian
Pugnetti]

Gough's X-Men incorporate
new techniques into training
by Jim Christenson
It is written somewhere that a
- successful cross country program
merely needs the assistance of
some adequate bicycles to get its
feet off the ground.
No one knows this more than
Central's new cross country
coach, Steve Gough, who, along
with head track coach Spike Arlt,
may be the pioneers tp a new
facet of long distant running.
After the departure of last
year's head track and
eross
country coach Tom Lionvale, relieved of his positions when his
contract was not renewed, the .
door was left open for the hiring
of Gough, a graduate of Seattle
Pacific College.
Gough is stepping into a
challenging situation in his attempt to bring Central back to
the top of the Evergreen C~n
ference. In his first true coaching
position, Gough will have to deal
with the reduction in the cross
country budget which allows
only seven runners to travel
down the road.
Gough and Arlt's ideas on a
new training program this season have been compiled from
various sources throughout the

As a sophomore, Gough qualiworld. Some of the training techniques stem from studies done in fied for the national meet in the
Europe on interval training, the triple jump. A few days after
prevention of shinsplints through arriving as just another triple
race-walking in Russia and
jumper with little chance to win,
thoughts on distant ·runninl?' from
Gough unleased a towering jump
a long-time successful head track on· his first try to capture the
coach of Washington State Uni- title.
versity, Jack Moobery.
Finding he had the ability to
.The use of bicycles are only compete in various other events,
one part of this new program, Gough began to center pis attenwith the intention of preventing tion towards the decathalon,
runners alot of needless pound- competing for the first time his
ing over the hard county roads'. junior year in the Amateur
Gough, gazing over results Athletic Union meet.
from an inter-squad meet held
After improving in several of
last Monday at the Ellensburg the decathalon events, Gough
Golf Course, slid his six foot, two- went on to capture the national
inch frame off a club house bench title his senior year and not until
and commented on the aspect of then did he begin to set his goals
competing.
towards a shot at the '72
"Your duty in life is to make Olympics.
use of your abilities. When
Gough came as close as any
you've got a gift in being able to athlete could in making the trip
compete sportswise, it's your to Munich, Germany, when he
duty to stick with that ability." finished fourth in his specialty in
Gough has set this example Eugene, Oregon.
throughout his collegiate career
"I'm mainly a jumper and
at SPC where he first entered thrower, but I like most of the
college with the intention of events," Gough said. "I guess
playing basketball. "My coach that's why I'm in it.
talked me into going out for track . The 'Cats get the season
my sophomore year and giving underway this Saturday as they
up basketball to concentrate on host the Central Washington Intrack," Gough continued.
vitational at the Ellensburg Golf
Course.
The meet will be divided into
two races consisting of a Community College and Freshman
'division beginning at 11:00, and a
University and College division
starting 45 minutes later.

Pioneer
Hobbies and Crafts

The Wildcats successfully connected with Engdahl for 11
opened the defense af their Ever- yards and a first down on the 28.
green Conference grid title last Two plays later, the two again
Saturday, as they came from teamed up, this time for 16 yards
behind to edge the Oregon · down to the Wolf 12.
From there, two carries by
College of Education Wolves,
20-19.
Jim Tremper put the ball on the
Left-handed quarterback Ter- one-yard line and Wick pushed it
ry Wick led the way for the in from there.
··cats, as he connected on eight of
Later in the first period,
20 aerials for 92 yards and following the kickoff, the 'Cats
carried the ball 21 times for an again forced the visitors to punt.
The 'Cats quickly drove 47 yards
additional 93 yards.
Late in the final period, with in eight plays, including a
the 'Cats trailing 19-14, Wick en- 22-yard run by Ammerman, who
gineered a 64-yard scoring drive then scored on a draw play, bustin 13 plays to put the 'Cats in the ing for 14-yards and carrying two
lead, 20-19, with 1:23 showing on Oregon defenders into the end
the clock.
zone on his back. Terry Lehman
The hosts took over on their. booted his second PAT of the day
own 36 after the Wolves failed to and put the 'Cats in the driver's
move the ball against the wind seat.
for three downs and were forced
The situation was not to stay
to punt. From there, Wick hand- that way for long,.however, with
ed the ball to Randy Ammerman the wind in its favor, the OCE dewho carried it to the midfield fense tightened up and held the
stripe.
'Cats inside their own ten-yard
Wick then took over, hitting line and took over after the 'Cats
flanker John Davis for a 13-yard failed to score.
strike to carry the ball into Wolf
From there, Mike Bridges and .
territory. Three plays later, the Wolfpack controlled the rest
Wick was faced with a crucia] of the half offensively. They scorfourth-and-three situation and ed twice .in nine minutes, alcarried .the ball himself for the though they had one PAT kick
first down, behind good blocking blocked and failed to convert the
by running back Les Ellison.
other and were down, 14-12, at
Utilizing the same play, Wick the half.
then struck for nine yards to
Midway through the third
carry the ball to the Wolves 16.. period, Oregon again capitalized
Two short gains by Ellison got on a Central miscue to take over
the ball to the 10-yard line and with good field position. They
Wick threaded the needle to Tom recovered a fumble on the midEngdahl who pulled in the toss field stripe and covered the 50
with three defenders all around yards in ten plays.
Steve Sears carried the ball in
him on the one.
Wick capped the drive one on his second try from the oneplay later, scoring on a _one-yard yard line. The tally put the
plunge up the mid.die. An at- Wolves in the lead for the first
tempted pass for the PAT failed, time and set the stage for Wick's
but the Wildcat defense held and game-winning touchdown.
the 'Cats took over with less than
The Wildcats will continue
30 seconds remaining and held their defense of the EvCo title
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at Tomlinonto the ball to win.
The Wildcats looked as if they son Field when they host the
would be in control all the way in Oregon Tech. Owls.
the first quarter, as they scored
twice to take a 14-0 lead.
The first tally came when Wick
plunged over from the one
midway through the opening
period.
Central took over when the
Wolves elected to try to convert
Wildcat quarterback Terry
a fourth-and-one situation rather Wick was named last week as
than punt into the stiff wind and co-recipient of the Evergreen
failed. The move gave Central Conference Offensive Player-Ofthe ball on the Wolves' 39.
The-W eek honors.
Wick took over· then and
He shared the honor with

EvCo honors
Central QB

107 E. 4th

Beginning and advanced
macrame lessons offered
962-9331

Ace Book Shop.
and
Gallery
We buy and sell used books
Also old and rare coins

107 W. 3rd
next to Outrag·e ous Taco

Highline Tavern
111 West 4th

"Next to Vtthere
the Tav Vttas"
"Visit a real tavern"

:: GREEN
GEM
~
Tropical Fish Store

~vt
~

0

. Fish ~ Repairs
Equipment
Foods
will trade Good Prices
hours Mon-Sun 11-6
Tuesday off (204 4th St.)

another
quarterback, - Marc
Mauze of the Eastern Oregon
College Mounties.
Wick was later honored as
Wildcat of the Week by his teammates.
Wick led the 'Cats to a 20-19
come-from-behind victory · over
the Wolves of Oregon College of
Education. He connected on
eight of 20 passes for 93 yards
and carried the ball 21 times for
92 yards.
He also engineered the fourth
quarter scoring drive which put
the 'Cats in the lead with 1:23 left
in the game. The 5'-10'', 175
pound signal-caller carried the
ball three times during the driv·e,
including a nine-yard scamper for
a first down, and connected on
two crucial passes.
-

-

be.la~

-

Tower of Power by Alan Tickner
In case you haven't heard, the
administration has decided to bar
the rock group 'Tower of Power'
from playing at Nicholson Pavilion as part of this year's homecoming activities. While the
administration has all the right
reasons for this decision, in the
end, the decision is a mistake.
The stumbling block for the administration is that, in the past,
crowds have been unruly, have
massively violated drug and
liquor laws, and probably most
important, people smoking in the
.Pavilion have caused damage to
the floors, which are prohibitive·
ly expensive to repair.
The administration hasn't
banned all concerts, however,
only those which they feel will
tend to enc'ourage this behavior.
'Tower of Power' is such an act.
My prediction is that the
administration will find that even
the quieter acts will cause problems. People attend concerts to
be entertained, to have a good
time, and to many people booze
and dope are synonymous with a
good time. People who violate
drug laws at concerts are undoubtedly doing the same thing
in their apartments and dorm
rooms. And just because a
, quieter act is booked doesn't
mean an end to the problem.
In 1971 I saw the 'Yes' and
'Jethro Tull' in concert at the.
Seattle Center Coliseum. 'Yes' is
a group with a reputation for
high energy music, and certainly
'Jethro Tull' must be considered
one of rock's recent great stage

1£

Benjapin Moore Poinfs

NO

groups. ·As might be expected,
there were thousands of joints
alight in the theater despite lots
of cops, the drug laws, and
Seattle's no smoking regulations:
I caught Arlo Guthrie at Hee
Edmundson Pavilion while a student at the University of Washington. Though Guthrie is a folk
performer, the dope and wine
were present, and the crowd riot~
ous enough so that they were
yelling things at Guthrie and
throwing wine Bottles around on

tbe_floo_r. .

_

I have seen 'Donovan', whose
act is certainly a long way from
'Tower of Power', ask his audience to stop smoking dope and
making noise. At one point in one
of the concerts I've seen, he refused to continue until the audience settled down.
It would be absurd for the administration to expect people to
forego their pleasures at a concert. Personally, I find the administration's concern rather amusing, since the circus found at
concerts can be found in most of
the dorms on a Friday night.
However, the expense of replacing the floor is another, much
more serious matter. But the
Coliseum, the Seattle Center
Arena, and Hee Edmundson are
all sports arenas, and their floors
must face perils similar to those
faced by the floor at Nicholson. If
they have worked out solutions,
and other colleges and arenas
have worked out solutions, then
it would seem a solution could be
worked out for Central. Hopefully it will be a better one than
to ban most of the acts students
here are _willing to pay to see.

Band visits

More fun

on less gas.

The Golden Apple Marching
Band will be performing in this·
week's football game against the
Oregon Institute of Technology.
The band is from Wenatchee
High School, and has performed
at the Lilac Parade in Spokane,
the Wenatchee Apple Blossom
and the Leavenworth Fall Festival.
The program will include drills
by the Applette Drill Team.
There will be a pre-game show at
1:15, with the game beginning at
1:30 and then a half-time show at
2:30.
The Golden Apple Marching
Band's director is Gene Huber, a
Central graduate.

BOMB
In a joint operation early
Saturday morning, Ellensburg
Police Department and Campus
Police arrested a 20-year-old
Central student and booked him
at the city jail after he allegedly
threatened to blow up the -city
police station at 1 a.m. Saturday.
The arrest was made in Kamola
Hall. The student was also booked on minor consumption and
drunk-in-public charges.

JOHNSON'S HONDA
410 N. Ma•n 925-3146

SEE. US FOR YOUR IOME _
DECORATING & HOBBY
SUPP.LIES.

"MAKE IT HAPPY

I

I

10 SPEEDS

* Raleigh

~~~~~-

.PAINT IT!"

*

Standard Paint I Wallpape·r.
304 N. Pine

Ride a Honda.

Ride a Honda to work during the week. Beat the traffic
and the high cost of gas. Then ride it on the weekend to
open air and open country. Only your Honda dealer offers
you the greatest selection of models in the industry to
choose from. There's sure to be one just right for you.
Come by soon.

Nishiki

89.95 to

*
*

$575.00

-~~~~~~~~~-

Peugeot

*

Mo totwc u ""

Tiger

*

Winchester

WE SELL THE BEST
AND SERVICE THE REST!

962-2551
WE TAKE USED BIKES ON 'fRADE

GENERATORS

&
·Needed on every
bike once a year

BATTERY
LIGHTS
FROM $1.99

$9.95

LOWEST PRICES
HEAD - WILSON
SPALDING
WE RESTRING
ALL RACKETS

SKI BOOTS
(1973-74 MODELS)

25%oFF
ROSSIGNOL SKIS
(CONCORDES-REG 135.00)

$89.95
SPEEDO

SEVERAL COLORS & STYLES

SWIMSUITS
FROM $6.00

COME IN & BROWSE
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&The 5th Quarter
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·
Wonder why we seil mOre pizza's then anyone else?

T~y it, you'll like it

Dorm and home delivery

. .

~· ·

.

Spm • close

1

Wonder why we sell more Grinders ?

·

It's a Pizza Mia original gourmet sandwich delight
Canadian Bacon and Roast Beef {Cheese extra)

Wonder why the 5th quarter

~
~

serves more of your favorite beverage on tap?

Gallons to go $1.75 ($2.00 for Alt, Turborg)
Kegs to go $21.50 • No Deposit
Happy Hour 1 la.m. • 2p.m. every afternoon
925-4444

""--
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Sp.ecials this quarter
ic
Dormie Delight • Every week
*
ic ·
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Wonder why we're always No. l ! ! !

~

Dorms will be chosen for a very special, special on pizzas and grinders
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12th Anniversary.
Hard Core Happy Hour Oct. 26

Beerology Final

{To be announced)

Open at 11 a. m. ev~ryday
Happy Hours 11 a.m. - 2p.m.
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